
EDUP 1800MBPS AX WIFI 6 SMART WIRELESS 5 GHZ 

DUAL-BAND GIGABIT WIFI ROUTER 
Product Model: EP-AX1800EX 

 

Product Description 

EDUP AX1800EX Wireless Router can establish 2.4GHz 600Mbps 

and 5GHz 1.2Gbps connections simultaneously for 1.8Gbps of total 

available bandwidth , can easily support online HD video playback, 

3D games and other high speed applications. 

With the future of home entertainment becoming more and more wire 

free, EDUP’s family of  Home Network devices take advantage of the 

latest in technology, bringing both entertainment and convenience 

together at last. 

Features 

1.Blazing high wifi speed: Wireless router with 802.11ax technology, provides 4X greater network capacity and 

efficiency in traffic-dense environments to get ultra-fast wireless speeds. Thus, this gigabit wireless router is ideal 

for online gaming and 4K video streaming. If you own multiple terminals like smart home devices, rockspace wifi6 

computer routers might be the best choice for you 

2.Unbeatable wifi coverage: AX1800EX wireless router with 4 high gain antennas and beamforming tech can boost 

strong and stable signal to anywhere. This wifi router achieves a whole coverage up to 2500 sq ft. With rockspace 

gaming router, everyone in your family can enjoy the perfect network indoors and out. Tip: placing the wifi router 

in a central location will help ensure the best wireless router signal 

3.Satisfactory wifi performance: Wifi6 wireless router with OFDMA tech enables efficient data scheduling, 

supporting more data transimission simultaneously. Signal from your rockspace, gaming router could stay strong 

and reliable even when connected by multiple devices Additionally, the quad-core processor of this smart wifi 

router can reduce latency and improve your wifi performance dramatically 

4.Uninterrupted connections: Wifi 6 computer routers with MU-MIMO technology can deliver data to multiple 

devices at the same time. This wireless router can connect 35+ devices, gigabit ports of rockspace gigabit wireless 

router offer up to 10x faster than standard ethernet and USB 3.0 hub port of the smart wifi router can easily connect 

shared storage devices, printers, and other peripherals to your network 

5.Easy to use: AX1800EX routers for wireless internet supports all current wifi devices, compatible with 

802.11a/b/g/n/ac/ax terminals. The computer routers can select the fastest wifi band for devices automatically. Just 

setup your gaming router on the web UI. Additionally, the wifi 6 router goes beyond traditional network security 

to provide features like parent control, and guest network 



 

Wifi Performance 

2.4GHz （802.11ax，2*2） 

Standard 2.4GHz: IEEE802.11ax/IEEE802.11n/IEEE802.11g/IEEE802.11b 

Antenna Two (2) external antennas 5dBi 

Connection rate 600Mbps 

5GHz（802.11ax,2*2) 

Standard 5.0GHz: 802.11ax/802.11ac/IEEE 802.11n/IEEE 802.11a 

Antenna Two (2) external antennas 5dBi 

Connection rate 1.2Gbps 

 Software Features 

Feature Item Feature Detailed Description 

Networking Protocols 

802.1q/1p VLAN over RFC2684bridge encapsulation  

PPPoE 

Support AUTO,PAP,CHAP,MS‐

CHAPauthentication.Auto or static IP 

address assignment. 

PPPoE passthrough 

Supports concurrent PPPoE clients 

inside the modem and PPPoE clientson 

the LAN devices. 

PPPoE filtering of non‐PPPoE packets between WAN 

and LAN Support filtered non‐PPPoE packets. 

Auto clean up of remote stalled PPP sessions at BRAS  

IpoE Support dhcp and static ip config 

Transparent bridging between all LAN and WAN 

interfaces  

WAN to WAN blocking in bridgemode  

Ethernet as WAN  

Networking 

Full Cone NAT  

DMZ Host  

ALGs 

FTP  

TFTP  

SIP  

RTSP  



H.323  

Port Triggering  

PPTP  

IPSec/VPN and IPSec/L2TP  

VPNs 

IPSec VPN  

L2TP client  

PPTP client  

Firewall/ Stateful Inspection  

 

Installaton 
 

 



 

  



 

 


